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PostgreSQL is a popular database engine for modern 
transactional, analytical, geospatial, and real-time applications.

Azure Database for PostgreSQL delivers  
improved operational efficiency.

ESG Validation

ESG’s Modeled Analysis

But when deployed at scale in an on-premises environment, configuring and managing the database engine for 
production workloads can get increasingly complex taking time away from developers to:

Azure Database for PostgreSQL is a fully managed service that connects PostgreSQL innovation with all the perks of the 
Microsoft Azure cloud. Built-in high availability up to a 99.99% service-level agreement allows organizations to scale in 
minutes to meet the most demanding spikes by elastically scaling performance. 

ESG’s Economic Validation on Azure Database for PostgreSQL revealed improved developer productivity, along with 
significant savings and benefits. 

Given the validated improvements reported by customers, ESG conservatively modeled a scenario that compares 
the costs and benefits of operating PostgreSQL instances on Azure Database for PostgreSQL versus the cost to 
operate PostgreSQL instances on-premises.

* ESG-modeled results based on an organization of 18 Application Developers over a 3-year period.

ESG found that Azure Database for PostgreSQL can reduce or limit the cost  
of instances in a number of ways:

Manage on-premises 
hardware, hypervisor, 

VMs, and OS.

Scale resources to  
grow PostgreSQL. 

Install, configure,  
and update PostgreSQL.

Configure and manage 
PostgreSQL backups,  
HA, and DR.

Manage, maintain,  
and tune PostgreSQL  

for performance.

Manage database  
security.

Elimination  
of Hardware

Operational Savings  
and Efficiency

Improved Business Agility and 
Development Capacity

Improved Security  
and Reduced Risk

• Quick and simple migration, setup,  
and scaling.

• Simplified development experience and  
tight integration with Azure services.

• Open-source freedom with ecosystem  
of extensions.

• Maximum control and flexibility for 
infrastructure and database operations.

• Intelligent recommendations to  
optimize database and queries.

• Custom management window  
for updates.

• Enterprise-grade security  
and compliance.

• Same-zone or zone-redundant  
high availability.

• Ability to offload read-intensive 
workloads to replicas.

It’s opened a huge number of doors because we don’t have 
to think about the restrictions of the infrastructure.”

- Azure Customer

"

Cost  
savings

operational  
savings

improved  
agility

improved developer 
experienCe

• Elimination of hardware 
and hypervisors.

• No Infrastructure- 
related costs.

• Elimination of third-party 
support and consulting 
costs.

• No infrastructure to 
deploy, manage, or 
maintain.

• No need to install, 
configure, tune, and 
update PostgreSQL.

• Significantly lower cost  
to manage PostgreSQL.

• Simplified security  
and availability.

• Faster migration and 
modernization.

• Faster time to value.

• Improved application 
performance.

• Increased flexibility  
and agility.

• Simple transition for 
developers.

• Increased developer 
velocity.

• Open source freedom 
and community.

• Easier integration of 
Azure services.

esg’s model prediCted:

CHoiCe

 Save with lower  
cost-burstable 

instances.

agreements

Save with  
3-year Reserved 
Instance Pricing.

rigHt siZing

Save by scaling instances 
up and down with workload 

requirements.

lower expected total cost of 
ownership (TCO) over 3 years...

A reduced burden on developers to 
manage PostgreSQL instances and 

supporting infrastructure by up to 
84%.

The equivalent of 3.1 full-time 
developers* free to focus on 

accelerating projects.

...resulting in a return  
on investment (ROI) of63+37+R 63+37+R62%
164%.

Infrastructure-related Savings = $1.6M

And resulting in up to   
in additional revenue expected from  
improved development capacity. 

Management Savings = $1.4M

$11.6M*

We accomplished our transition to Azure in about a third  
of the time that we had thought it was going to take. 
The Microsoft team was amazing—they were with us every 
step of the journey and were detailed, organized, and efficient.”

By implementing DevSecOps and moving our platform 
to Azure Database for PostgreSQL, we were able to  
increase our delivery speed by 60 percent.”

- Azure Customer

- Azure Customer

Conservation

Save by stopping 
services when  

not in use."

"

As organizations look to modernize and support their business through successful digital transformation efforts,  
they must streamline operations, while reducing operational cost and improving business agility. Managing PostgreSQL 
instances on-premises is costly and complex, pulling development resources away from critical development efforts.

Customers that choose to migrate on-premises PostgreSQL databases to Azure Database for PostgreSQL will realize 
significant cost savings and operational benefits, while allowing developers to focus on what they do best—accelerating 
application development and delivery and improving business agility.

Source: ESG Economic Validation, Analyzing the Economic Benefit of Migrating from On-premises Instances to Azure Database for PostgreSQL, July 2022. 
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The Bigger Truth

Key findings from ESG’s Economic Validation on Azure Database for PostgreSQL 

compared to on- 
premises PostgreSQL  

deployments

62%
LOWER TCO

164%
RETURN ON INVESTMENT

and benefits over
3 years for a team of 18
application developers

based on the expected savings and
benefits provided by Azure Database

for PotgreSQL over the first year

$11.6M
EXPECTED SAVINGS

Azure Database for PostgreSQL
Platform-as-a-service (Paas)

https://aka.ms/postgres-tco-report
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/postgresql/

